ECPE Grammar Quiz
1. I know that our football team has not beaten yours for many years, but I still believe
it _____.
a. happens
b. will have happened
c. might happen
d. will be happen
2. According to a recent report, cellular phone sales _____ 450 million a year.
a. are approaching
b. has approached
c. were approached
d. have been approached
3. For years, store owners in cities and suburbs _____ the business of local families.
a. had competition in
b. have competed for
c. have been competing to
d. are competing with
4. Having _____ knowledge of computers is now a very important job skill.
a. worked for a
b. a working
c. worked a
d. work for
5. This recipe doesn’t say for how long to bake the pie _____ whether we need to add
salt.
a. neither
b. either
c. also
d. or
6. The old friends sent copies of photos from their school reunion to _____ their
former teachers.
a. each other as well as
b. one another beyond
c. both their own and
d. themselves amongst

7. Dr. Cain’s research looked for similar patterns of migration _____ different species
of birds.
a. around
b. about
c. across
d. along
8. This project is _____ for an introductory-level class.
a. really much too hard
b. really hard too much
c. too much really hard
d. much too really hard
9. The decline of this industry over the last decade _____ training programs to be
eliminated.
a. had been caused by vital
b. has once led to vital
c. once vitally led to some
d. has caused once vital
10. David didn’t know what _____ start a completely new system for keeping track of
files.
a. else they could do besides
b. would they do rather than
c. they more they could have done
d. do instead of
Key
1. c
2. a
3. b
4. b
5. d
6. a
7. c
8. a
9. d
10. a

